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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The primipara's visit to a Well Child Conference is 
of considerable importance to her. Most new mothers are 
anxious and many are aware of the specific areas in which 
they need help; while others experience a more general 
feeling of insecurity and come to Well Child Conference 
l 
seeking "support". 
MOthers learn of the Well Child Conference in sev-
eral ways,-sometimes by direct referral from the hospital 
obstetrical service, or by direct referral from the public 
health nurse following her home visit to the new-born in-
fant. Frequently the mother learns from a neighbor or di-
rectly from her parent or grandparent who had attended the · 
Conference. 
The nurses who assist in giving service at the Well 
Child Conference need to develop a sensitivity to the spe-
cial needs of mothers and to the existing mother-child re-
lationship. Both mother and child have mutual needs shared 
by all persons: physiological, psychological, emotional, 
1 Ma.ry Foster~ "Reasons for Attending Child Health 
Station". Public Health Nursing 44:123-128 (March), 1952. 
1 
social and environmental. The Conference nurses as they 
assist mothers in acquiring essential knowledge are at the 
same time giving mothers ego-support so necessary for their 
adjustment to mother-child relations. 
2 
Caplan states that the mother as the key person in 
the child's environment will affect positively or negative-
ly the child's developing personality. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem seeks the answer to this question: Is 
the initial visit of the primipara with her new baby to 
the Well Child Conference in a selected clinic, a satis-
fying experience? 
SUB-PROBLEMS 
1. What opportunities are there to provide a sat-
isfactory experience? 
2. What can be learned of the Conference nurses' 
awareness of these opportunities from the 
comments of the primipara? 
3. What situations in the Well Child Conference 
offer satisfaction of the needs expressed? 
4. What evidence is there that modifications in 
procedure might lead to more evident satisfaction? 
2 . Gerald Caplan, "The l'Viental Hygiene Role of the 
Nurse in Maternal and Child Care" • . Nursing Outlook 2:14 
(January), 1954. 
-=-~-- ---
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
This study was undertaken primarily to explore the 
primipara's stated reaction to her first visit to the Well 
Child Conference as relative to the meeting of her needs. 
Contrib~tory objectives were: 
1. To ascertain whether or not the mothers were 
given an opportunity to express new felt needs. 
2. To consider the experiences provided through 
which the new conferees expressed satisfaction. 
3. To examine expressed satisfactions or dissatis-
factions. 
4. To consider on the basis of the findings whether 
or not modifications are indicated. 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
In 1924 the Health Department of a large city, in 
addition to its previous health services, accepted the re-
sponsibility of supplying health supervision to infants 
and to children of pre-school age who are free of illness. 
One phase of this function was the est~blishment of Well 
Child Conference Centers. At the time of this study, fif-
teen such centers were operating in different areas of the 
city. Ill children continue to be cared for in the Munici-
pal Hospitals. 
The public health nurses assigned to these centers 
give generalized nursing service which includes family health 
3 
service, school nursing, supervision of licensed nursing 
homes, convalescent and boarding homes and day care agen-
cies. Family health service includes visiting tubercu-
losis patients, the follow-up of other communicable dis-
eases in the home, and the detecting of general devia-
tions from health for the purpose of securing remedial 
care. 
At the Center, the nurses assist in the Tuberculo-
sis Clinic, the Well Child Conference Clinic, the Polio-
myelitis Preventive Program, the pre-examination of chil-
dren for summer camp, and cooperate with lay committees 
and local agencies in health and welfare projects. 
The Health Department nurses of the Center in which 
this investigation was made render nursing service to 
four Parochial Schools and one Hebrew School located in 
the area. These Health Department nurses are employed 
by the City Health Department. 
Public health nurses who render service to public 
schools are employed by the Department of Education. 
The Well Child Conference of this study is staff-
ed by two pediatricians and six ~ublic health nurses, one 
nurse being a supervising nurse. 
One pediatrician is also a full time health offi-
*See Required Public Health Nurse Qualifications. 
Appendix, p.50. 
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cer of the Health Center. His duties include others than 
the Child Hygiene Services and he receives full-time salary. 
The second pediatrician serves only during the hours of 
the Well Child Conferences and is paid accordingly by the 
Health Department. The same doctors serve at each Confer-
ence, with the exception of vacation or illness periods 
when substitutes are engaged. 
The particular Center in which this study was made 
holds conferences twice weekly for infants and pre-school 
children. Any parent living in the prescribed area who 
has a child of the required age may attend Conference. 
This study which was confined to new mothers with 
their first infant, was carried on during a routine ser-
vice rendered to all mothers with infants and children of 
pre-school age. 
The public health nurses who staff the Center also 
serve at Child Conferences. Their positions of service in 
the different categories are rotated every two months. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
In Ohapter II is found the philosophy which under-
lies the interpretation of the findings and guides the re-
commendations. This chapter contains the setting in which 
the study took place, its physical facilities, the services 
of the center, and the plan of the study. 
5 
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Chapter III contains the five categories of the ser-
vice and the interviews with the primipara concerning their 
experiences from the time of arrival at the Admission Room 
until their leaving the Conference. 
Chapter IV includes the summary, conclusions, recom-
mendations, proposals for future studies and the bibliography. 
In the appendix are the questions of the guided inter-
view, and a circular stating the civil service requirements 
of applicants for positions as public health nurses in the 
City Health Department. 
LIMITATIONS 
There are certain limitations in the study. In the 
first place, it is limited by its purpose which is explorato-
ry only, and concerned with only one group of persons, viz., 
the primipara in her first visit to the Conference, and with 
only one of the fifteen centers of the City Department of 
Health. 
In the second place, it is limited by the size of 
the sample. In terms of the objectives of the study, this 
is deemed adequate because no appreciable new findings were 
discovered after the first twenty-five interviews. 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
A lengthy survey of nursing literature and of allied 
: fields was made. Several studies were pertinent to this in-
--------
- -- --;----
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vestigation although their overall objectives were not iden-
tical. 
3 
Abbott demonstrated that new mothers have anxiety 
because of lack of knowledge of infant needs. ".._78.8 percent 
of the mothers had no understanding or knowledge relative 
to types of crying, hiccoughing, sneezing, care of baby 
clothes, amount of bed covering for the infant, and the pat-
terns and positions necessarily involved in sleep. This is 
significant as it seems to imply that home from the hospi-
tal adjustments are complicated." These point to an anxiety 
state which may persist at the time the primipara makes her 
first visit to the Conference. 
4 
Foster writes in referring to the Child Health Con-
ference: 
" ••• it is able to accomplish its mass 
objective of substantially reducing 
the reservoir of anxiety in the large 
group of parents who receive its ser-
vices." 
Of the 178 mothers observed in Foster's study, the greater 
number came to Well Child Conference for reassurance. The 
nurse, recognizing this need is guided in making a helpful 
mother-nurse relationship. 
3Barbara Abbott, The Immediate Needs of the Primi-
gravida after Discharge from the Hospital. Unpublished 
Field Study, M.S. Boston University School of Nursing, 
1954, P• 25. 
4Foster, .:::;O..c::P..::.•.....:::;C.:i.:::.t • , p. 127 • 
7 
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Caplan says: 
" ••• The nurse has the broadest contact with 
the mother and her human and physical envi-
ronment. She can make her observations and 
collect her informat ion when the people con-
cerned are not on their guard and putting on 
a show. Moreover, she is frequently present 
when the members of the family are together, 
so that she can actually observe their inter-
actional behavior. This may throw a quicker 
and truer light on their interpersonal rela-
tions than hours of history taking. This 
allows the nurse to specialize in identify-
ing crisis situations ••• 
" ••• Having recognized a situation which is 
a mental health hazard, the nurse has an 
essential role in arousing the individual's 
motivation to seek the right professional 
help.u 
vlith today''s emphasis on environment as a precipitating 
factor in many cases of mental illness, Caplan has point-
ed out the public health nurse's important role in moti-
vating and assisting those who need such help. 
6 
Bowlby 
" ••• what is believed to be essential for 
mental health is that the infant and young 
child should experience a warm, intimate, 
and continuous relationship with his moth-
er (or permanent mother-substitute) in 
which both find satisfaction and enjoy-
ment. 
"Among the most significant developments in 
psychiatry during the past quarter of a cen-
tury has been the steady growth of evidence 
5caplan, op. cit., p. 17. 
6John Bowlby, Maternal Care and Mental Health. Geneva: 
World Health Organization, 1951, p. 11. 
that the quality of the parental care 
which a child receives in his earliest 
years is of vital importance for his 
future mental health." 
This study emphasizes the importance of loving mother-child 
relations so needful during the period of infancy and early 
childhood. 
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CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING THE STUDY 
The philosophy underlying this study is based on 
the great need of guidance for the new mothers of today. 
Many mothers are young when the responsibility of parent-
hood comes to them. The primipara experience anxiety be-
cause of their psychological needs and because of their 
lack of knowledge of child care. 
Changes in society which bring this about place 
an added responsibility on the public health nurse in her 
mother-nurse role. 
The new mother's insecurity may be recognized by 
her anxiety over the many minutiae of her child's needs. 
She can readily be guided by the Conference personnel to 
acquire the knowledge to meet these needs, and gain ego-
support. As she gains self confidence, she becomes more 
competent in the solution of her problems. 
The unhappy mothers, the mothers who resent and 
reject parenthood, experience guilt because of their nega-
tive feelings which they do not understand. An unwanted 
child has interfered with its parent's former freedom and 
activities. The cognizant nurse accepts these frustrated, 
anxious mothers and listens with sympathy to the express-
10 
ions of their negative feelings. This accepting and per-
missive attitude of the nurse establishes rapport essen-
tial for effective mother-nurse relations which may be 
helpful in promoting a more positive mother-child relation-
ship. 
Serious consequences may develop in the personality 
of the unloved rejected child. 
Juvenile delinquency, crime, and other forms of men-
1 
tal illness may develop as a consequence. Bowlby express-
es this succinctly when he emphasizes the fact that a 
child's need of love . by its mother, or substitute mother, 
is so essential that when such love is denied, serious forms 
of mental maladjustments may occur in later life. 
"Direct observations of the ill-effects 
on young children of complete deprivation 
of maternal care have been made by a 
large number of paediatricians, · psycholo-
gists, and child psychiatrists and have 
shown that the child's development may be 
affected physically, intellectually, emo-
tionally, and socially. 
" ••• the deprivation of mother-love in 
early childhood can have far-reaching 
effect on the mental health and person-
ality development of human beings ••• 
when deprived of maternal care, the 
child's development is almost always 
retarded - physically, intellectually, 
and socially ••• symptoms of physical 
and mental illness may appear." 
libid., p. 15-16. 
11 
The role of the public health nurse is pointed up 
2 
by Farris in the following assertion: 
"Public health nurses are in a good position 
to do preventive LWork in the area of mental 
illness_7 ••• We recognize that parents need 
more help in guiding the emotional growth 
of their children." 
3 
Caplan states that the mother is the key person 
to safeguard the child's health and future welfare. She 
needs guidance in fulfilling her mother role. 
"The nurse can stimulate and build up the 
supportive relationship by giving advice 
and practical demonstrations of service." 
It is the investigator's belief that the nurse by 
4 
the "therapeutic use of self" improves mother-nurse rela-
tions and increases her effectiveness for guidance and for 
imparting knowledge. 
Mothers come to the Well Child Conference with needs 
and expectations. The satisfaction they experience will be 
the attainment of the guidance which they sought in coming. 
Evaluation of service is essential for modification 
and revision of procedures in meeting the needs of mothers 
in a changing social and atomic age. 
2w.B.Farris, "Trends in Public Health. II. In Public 
Health Service Agencies", Nursing Outlook 2:358 . (July}, 1954. 
3caplan, op. cit., p. 18 
4 ~----~~' "Therapeutic Use of the Self; a Concept 
for Teaching Patient Care". G.A.P. Report No. 33 of the 
Committee on Psychiatric Nursing. 3617 W. -Sixth Ave., Topek~ 
Kansas: G.A.P., (June), 1955. 
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SETTING IN WHICH THE STUDY TOOK PLACE 
At the outset, for better understanding of the study, 
a brief description of the setting in which the problem ex-
ists is indicated. This exploration wqs made in one of the 
Health Centers of a City Health Department located in a 
thickly populated area of a large eastern city. The people 
of the area are a heterogeneous group, differing in race, 
ethnic background, religious beliefs, economic and social 
status. The homes are for the most part of the three-
family tenement type. The few single family houses which 
remain have been divided into small apartments or have been 
' 
converted into nursing homes for the aged. 
Because of the large number of children living in 
the area, Well Child Conferences are held twice weekly, be-
ginning at one o'clock in the afternoon. Four staff nurses, 
a student nurse, a supervising nurse, and two pediatricians 
are present at the Conference. 
No appointments are required for attendance at Con-
ference. Owing to this policy, the number of parents attend-
ing varies on different Conference days. Due to weather and 
other conditions, the number of children present range from 
fifteen to ninety. The staff serving those present does not 
increase with the larger attendance. On days when large 
numbers attend, screening is necessary to select those re-
quiring the service of the pediatrician, or the need of a 
13 
special interview. 
wnen many mothers arrive at the same time, some stand 
in line for five or ten minutes. The admitting nurse, aware 
of the numbers waiting for admission, both those seated and 
* those standing, limits the time given to each mother. 
When the weather is favorable, mothers (not primi-
para) come with two or three children. All available place 
in the Conference rooms is then filled. The area reserved 
for a play section for small children must be occupied by 
mothers. 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
The physical: facilities of the Center consist of an 
admission room which accomodates twenty-five mothers with 
their children, three small offices utilized for history 
taking and health interviewing , an undressing and weighing 
room which accomodates twenty mothers and their children, 
two offices for doctors, a sterilization room, an office 
for staff nurses, a small kitchen with refrigeration for 
biologicals; also a dental office and waiting room. This 
is staffed by two dentists and a dental clerk. (This den-
tal service is available to all children of the area other 
than the children of the Conference age). 
*see Table I - p. 15. 
~- - -
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TABLE I 
CONFERENCE ATTENDANCE DURING PERIOD OF STUDY 
Number of !Histories ' r Nurse at l 
Date Children ~aken of New Interviews the Admiss-
Attending !Admissions ion Desk 
2-3-55 22 4 1 A 
2-7-55 41 9 1 " 2-10-55 46 9 1 n 
2-14-55 22 2 0 " 2-17-55 17 4 0 " 2-21-55 64 14 2 n 
2-24-55 53 6 1 " 2-28-55 39 8 0 " 
3-3-55 37 14 1 A 
3-7-55 40 3 0 " 3-10-55 60 10 1 " 3-14-55 57 17 1 " 3-21-55 23 6 1 " 
3-24-55 86 18 1 " 
3-28-55 36 4 1 " 
3-31-55 60 20 2 It 
4-4-55 22 4 0 B TNurs 
4-7-55 50 8 1 " chan 
4-11-55 61 12 1 
" 4-18-55 57 13 1 
" 4-21-55 55 14 1 " 4-25-55 18 3 0 " 4-28-55 51 4 1 " 
5-2-55 . 61 . 12 . . 2 . . B 
5-5-55 48 4 1 " 5-9-55 39 5 1 " 5-12-55 $3 12 3 " 5-16-55 48 4 1 " 5-19-55 66 10 2 " 5-23-55 39 5 1 " 
Totals: 1401 258 30 
e 
ged) 
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The Health Center's clerk has an office where she performs 
clerical work and takes telephone calls. There are four 
small lavatory rooms. The Center has three entrances. 
Two of these lead directly to a play yard and carriage 
area for the children. These are indicated on the figure 
):c 
depicting floor plan. 
SERVICES OF THE CENTER*):< 
The services of the Health Center in relation to 
child care consist of the weighing and measuring of the 
child, its physical examination by the doctor, and in-
structions to the mother for formula and nutrition; also 
anticipatory guidance in child growth and development. 
Immunization against pertussis, diphtheria, tetanus, and 
poliomyelitis, and small pox vaccinations are given. A 
program for detection and treatment of tuberculosis is a 
service of the Center. Limited dental care is provided 
for pre-school children and school children below the 
ninth grade, who live in the area. 
* See p. 17. 
* >:~See pictures illustrating services, p. 18. 
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Pcutc: 1 g 
VISUAL HEALTH TEACHING AIDS 
In the Admission room is a rack containing health 
literature. Here are· to be found pamphlets covering the 
range of health needs, subjects referring to the prenatal 
period, breast feeding, formula making, child growth and 
development, emotional health of the child and adult, fam-
ily nutrition, dental care, accident prevention, and commu-
nicable diseases including tuberculosis and venereal dis-
eases. In addition, there are pamphlets on diabetes, heart, 
cancer, weight control, and geriatrics. 
On the walls of the Conference rooms are educational 
posters depicting child health needs and preventive measures. 
On a table in the Weighing room there was an exhi-
bit of the uses of powdered milk as a low cost of protein. 
These exhibits corre,spond to timely and seasonal ones when 
replaced. During the month of May when the clean-up cam-
paign is in order, the exhibit dealt with that theme. Pos-
ters were made by the art classes of the local Junior High 
School. 
A supply of suitable literature is also to be found 
at the Admission desk, in the History room, beside the 
weighing scales, and in the offices of the doctors. 
Mothers are encouraged to take whatever literature 
is of interest and related to her needs. The nunse in her 
health interview with the mothers uses the literature as a 
teaching aid. 
19 
All health literature and posters are approved by 
the central administrative nursing office. 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
It was the plan of this study to interview at each 
session of the Conference two primipara on their initial 
visit to the Conference. Data were obtained from thirty 
individual guided interviews during the period of inves-
tigation which w~s carried on from February 3, 1955 to 
May 23, 1955. The prolonged period required to complete 
an interview with thirty new mothers was due to the foll-
owing: 
1. A trial run with five new mothers to test the 
interview schedule. 
2. A staff discussion to revise the questionnaire 
subsequent to examination of the results of the 
trial run. 
3. Inclement weather on certain 6onference days 
prevented new mothers from attending. 
4. Inability of some new mothers to grant necessary 
time for the interview. 
The technique selected for the study was a guided 
interview. A discussion by the personnel developed a ten-
tative questionnaire. This questionnaire was used by the 
writer as a trial run with five mothers. Then followed a 
consultation with members of the nursing staff and chief 
20 
pediatrician. Suitable changes were then made in the ques-
tioru1aire. In its final form, it consisted of five cate-
gories covering the areas which concern the Conference 
visit: 
1. Admission to the Conference. 
2. History Taking. 
3. Weighing Procedure. 
4. Service in the doctor's room. 
5. Preparation for leaving Conference. 
In each of the above categories, the mother is in 
direct contact with a staff nurse. 
The investigator first met the new mother at the 
Admission desk when informed by the admitting nurse that 
she was a primipara on her first visit to the Conference. 
The investigator then explained to the new mother the pur-
pose of the study and invited the 1nother to participate, 
explaining that the interview would follow the services 
she would receive at the Conference and require sufficient 
time for her to answer questions relative to her experiences 
throughout the Conference. 
All but three of the mothers thus approached willing-
ly accepted. Those who declined gave as their reason lack of 
time to remain. 
The criteria for the selection of thirty mothers was 
that each mother was a primipara on her first visit to a 
Well Child Conference, and that she was willing to give the 
21 
time required for the interview. 
This study sought to obtain the new mother's opinion 
of the service rendered at her first attendance at the Con-
ference, in order to continue those practices which led to 
her satisfaction and to identify the practices which were 
not satisfying. Unsatisfactory practices may delay positive 
action toward promoting health of the infant. 
Reliance was placed on the guided interview with 
thirty primipara during their initial visit to the Confer-
ence. If modifications are found to be needed, these will 
grow out of discussions of the data with the staff personnel. 
The data were summarized in tabular form. Relationships 
among the summarized data were examined in relation to the 
sub-problems raised. Inferences were drawn which could be 
supported by the data. 
COMPOSITION OF THE SMJIPLE 
An analysis of the age of the infants and mothers 
in the sample showed the following: 
1. Mean age of babies in months ••••••• 1.9 mos. 
2. Mean age of mothers in years •••.• 23.9 yrs. 
3. Range of age of mothers in years ••• 17-43 yrs. 
Although as previously stated the. population is 
heterogeneous in many respects including race, there was 
a preponderance of white mothers in the sample. 
22 
1. White mothers ••••• ,. ••• 63% 
2. Non-white mothers ••••• J7% 
None of these infants were born at home. A larger 
number were born in other than the City Hospital. This is 
true also of the multipara in this area. 
1. Private Hospitals •••••••••••••••• 60% 
2. Public Hospitals ••••••••••••••••• 23% 
3. Military Hospitals •••••••••••••• 17% 
The reasons given by the mothers for attending the 
Conference can be clearly seen in Table IV. Within this 
small sample there were no appreciable differences pre-
sented by the younger and the older mothers. The greatest 
difference in the reasons expressed by non-white mothers 
* was in relation to immunization. 
* See Table IV, p. 24. 
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TABLE IV 
ILLUSTRATION OF SM~LE 
Reaons for Attending Babv Mother Hospital where l 
Conference* ~ex A£e ~ge Race Deliverv took Place 
1. Prickly heat, 
Immunization F 7 mos ?? W 
_Bn !=t'l-.1"'1 n T .u--1 n ,.,. . T.,... 
2. Weight M Q wkl'l 2Q N 
3. Crying, Formula 
change M 7~ wks 21 W 
. " 
Rn!=:l; nrl!:l1 o o ..... .; ... ~"'-e 
.• Reassurance shots F ·10 wks 1 R W 
~. Shots. Check-up F 14- wks 22 N 
o. Adyice, Feeding, 
Weight F 8 wi:s 2L. N 
• v ., 
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-~7~-~?_;B~o~i~l~s~~--------~~F~~7~~ks 17 N 
8. Immun1.zation, ·· · 
r:~mh.,...;rl,.o C-i+u· ('l 'nic 
~ . ., 
Vaccination IJI 16 wks 26 N 
9. Feeding . N 
c\.d_jus tment Ivi 6! wks ?1 N 
["0.. Assurance F --.c) wks ?? N BoRT.on Ci t:,r 
1. Condition-Needle M 7 mos -2Q N Ro R1-.on t:i 1-.u- (' l -i .,......; ,..-
2. Red Buttocks, 
Formul a M 1 wks 22 W BoRt.on T.vin cr- T.,.., 
rL3. Formula 
Constipation M 3 wks 28 W BoRton T.vi n,.,.. T,.., 
lJ • Formula F ·n wks -21 w Rn ~1-. nn T.u-i no--T n 
? • Formula -M 2-! wks 2L. · W 
[b. Check-up F · 1 wk. 20 N 
• Refuses food F Ill mos 20 w 
~~ • Formula IV! 2 wks 2q w 
RoR1-.on -T.vi n,.,._ T,.., 
Ro !=:1-.o n t:i t: v 
9. Spitting up after Premature 19· 
~--~f~o~rm~u~l~a~~---------+--~M~ -~~6 w~rK~s~~l~Q~W~+-~~t:~~~~~~~~· ,o-~·-~~~~~ot:~'~!':~~ 
0. Formula-Assurance F - 7 wits lQ W Mnrnhv A.~mv 
1. Eves and navel F 2 wks L. i w Rn.c:r:nn r:; t:.-;, 
2. Feeding-Assurance F 2-l wks 27 W BoRr.on T.vi no-- Tn ) 3 .. Iniections -~, M 1 wks 28 w H11T'l P.v_ 
• Rash M 1 wks 29 W RAr.h T.c:T'.qel 
t2?. Weight. Feeding M 10 wks 21 N M,qRs Memo~i!:l1 
~6. ? Navel. hernia F 8 wks 17 N -Boston Ci tv 
~7 .. Feeding M 6 wks 29 W Beth Isr,qAl 
~B. Constipation F S wks 26 W ChAl RA,q N:nr~l 
~9. Wei o-ht-lssurance M 6 wks 21 W Mn~nhv A~mv 
~0. "Check-up ~ -1 wks 2'3 W ·R_n.c:-i-,on Lvino-- Tn 
*The terms expressed in the reasons are the words 
used by the mother. Injection, needle, shots refer to 
immunizatioh. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF DATA 
A guided interview of sixty-nine questions relating 
to the five categories of the Conference supplied the data 
acquired in this study. The answers to the questions fur-
nished the information as to whether the needs of the new 
mother were satisfied on her initial vi~it to the Conference. 
The guided interview was held in an office which 
afforded privacy. Only two private guided interviews were 
held at one session of the Conference. Thus ample time was 
allotted to each mother. An unhurried interview was parti-
cularly essential to foreign-born mothers who had a language 
difficulty. 
Presentation of the data is given in a table which 
follows a brief description of each category. 
CATEGORY I: ADMISSION 
The category of admission included five questions 
concerning the mother's specific reasons for coming to the 
Conference; also, whether she experienced satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction in her relationship with the Conference per-
sonnel. 
One hundred percent of the mothers interviel'led had 
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a specific reason for attending the Conference. These rea-
sons can be summarized under five major categories: 
1. Physical Examination of the Baby ••••••.••• 36.67% 
2. Immunization •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 13.33% 
3. Weight ••..............•...•.•.......•.•. . 13 • .33% 
4. Psychological ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6.67% 
5. More than one of the above reasons ••••••• 30.00% 
Twenty-three percent answered "No" to the question: 
"Did any of the nurses greet you when you came to Conference?" 
One mother stated: "The entrance room was crowded 
and the nurse was busy." 
A second mother reported: "The nurse said, 'Sit 
there'"· However, this second mother in her final report 
stated that she was satisfied with the service rendered to 
her. Other dissatisfied remarks included: 
"Crowded. Had to wait in line." 
"Too many ahead of me. Had to wait in line." 
"They were busy." 
\Vhen these remarks were compared with the total num-
ber of patients attending the Conference, it was noted that 
brevity in greeting and any abruptness of the nurse w~s 
caused by the overcrowded conditions. In cases of over-
crowding, there would follow a lessening of the satisfac-
tion that a mother would receive.* 
*See TableV - Answers to Interview Questions on 
Admission Procedure, p. 27. 
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TABLE V 
PERCENTAGES OF MOTHERS EXPERIENCING 
SATISJlCTIOH AND DISSATISFACTION 
WITH ADMISSION TO THE CONFERENCE 
AND THE SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
! 
' SATISFACTIONS RECEIVED SOURCES OF ·sATISFACTION 
PERCENTAGE 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
[. ADI.USSION PROCEDURE Jes _No I .Reasons :ror Attendance ~erce_n r-._t 
1. Did you come to Well Child Conference to get some par- l.~00%--0% 
ticular help? 
2. If so, what kind of special help did you feel that you 2 4 
needed? 
.I 
Physical Examination ~?·b? · 
Immunization 13.33 
Weight of Baby 13.33 
Discussion with the 
Admission nurse. 
Dissatisfaction was 
not expressed to 
questions one and 
two. 
~------------------------------------------------------- ~.~~----~+-P~s~~~c~h~o~l~o~~ic~a~l~S~u~PP~~o~rt~~6~~~62~ft------------------;11 
3. Did any of the nurses greet you when you came to Con-
ference? 3. 77%-23~ 
I I 
4. Did the nurse at the Admission desk explain in a friend- 4. 90%-1~ 
l y way that you would need to have a history taken and 
that this might involve a little waiting? 
a. If this was not done, would you have liked to 4a. Q%-100% 
have it done? 
._ _____________________________________________________ ___ 
Nurse greeting moth-
er in a personal 
wav. 
Nurse explaining 
the Conference pro-
cedure. 
2. Note: MOre than one of the above reasons •••• JO% 
4. Note: Group crowding interfered. 
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CATEGORY II: HISTORY TAKING 
The sixteen questions in this category refer to the 
mother's experience in relating the family history needed 
for the child's Conference record. The family history is 
taken by a nurse in a private office. 
Answers given in this category indicate the high-
est percentage of satisfaction received by the mothers in 
their entire Conference experience. It had been believed 
by the staff personnel that mothers might dislike this 
personal questioning, but the answers to the guided inter-
view seem to indicate that the mothers enjoy talking about 
the family to the nurse.* 
CATEGORY III: WEIGHING THE BABY 
The weighing room accomodates twenty mothers with 
their babies. There is expectancy on the part of the moth-
er as the baby is put ~pon the scales. Eagerly she awaits 
the nurse's report of the weight of her baby. All babies 
of the mothers interviewed had gained weight. 
The data of this category denotes that a high de-
gree of satisfaction is acquired by the mothers of the 
group as they discuss with one another the weight and 
progress of their babies. 
*See Table VI - Answers to Interview Questions on 
History Taking, p • . 29. 
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TABLE VI 
PERCENTAGES OF MOTHERS EXPERIENCING 
SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION 
WITH HISTORY TAKING 
AND THE SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
II. HISTORY TAKING 
-·,-- ~...., ·- f-- -
1. Did the nurse who took the histories explain the purpose 
of asking the questions? 
a. Did the nurse ask the questions in a friendly way? 
b. Did you understand the explanation? 
c. If not, did you feel free - to ask ot-her questions? 
d. If the explanation was not given, do you think it 
would have been helpful? 
e. Do you think mothers feel sensitive about being 
asked these questions? 
2. When the history was completed, did the nurse explain the 
next step in the conference procedure? 
a. Did she do this in a personal, f.riendly way? 
b. Did you understand the explanation? 
c. If not, did you feel free to ask questions? 
J. Did the nurse accompany you or direct· you to the weigh-
ing room? 
a. If not, would you have liked her to do so? 
4. Did the nurse help you to find a place to undress the 
baby? 
a.· If not, would you have liked her to do so? 
5. Did the nurse tell you how to prepare the baby for 
weighing procedure? 
a. If not, would you have liked this done? 
. -----, -
1. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
•• 
2. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
J. 
a. 
a. 
s. 
a. 
SATISFAcTIONS RECEIVED 
PERCENTAGE 
Yes No 
80% 
100% 
97% 
94% 
84% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
l 
20% 
-g~ 
16% 
100% 
SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
I 
The nurse, by her explanation. 
Conference nurses taking histories~ 
A lessening of satisfaction foll-
ows when nurse fails to encourage 
questions. 
All of interviewed mothers re-
ceived satisfaction from history 
interview of family data. 
Satisfaction received by all as 
the nurse continued to instruct 
mother as to the continued Con-
ference procedure in behalf of 
the baby. 
Nurse. 
-
Nurse. 
Nurse. 
--
I 
! 
- -
·--
- --
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Concerning the dissatisfaction of the waiting per-
iods as expressed by 46% of the mothers, only three moth-
ers offered suggestions for improvement. The remaining 
eleven mothers stated that waiting for the doctor was to 
be expected and was unavoidable.* 
The suggestions for improvement offered were: 
1. "A coffee shop would be helpful." 
2. "Music would be helpful." 
3. "An instructive baby film would make the 
waiting period seem shorter. 
CATEGORY IV: SERVICE !N THE DOCTOR'S ROOM 
There was an expression of satisfaction by eighty-
three percent of the mothers of the service rendered by 
the doctor and nurse as is shown in Category V, 12a, p. 35. 
When it came the mother's turn to enter the doc-
tor's room, twenty-three percent of the mothers stated that 
they were called by such terms as "Number twelve", "Next 
mother", or "Mother". The Foster study showed that moth-
ers in general like to be called by their surname in a per-
1 
sonal way. 
Exception to the ab0ve was made by three mothers 
who stated that they enjoyed being called "Mother". 
*See Table VII-Answers to Interview Questions on 
Weighing the Baby, p. 31. 
1 Foster, op. cit., p. 123-12S. 
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TABLE VII 
PERCENTAGES OF MOTHERS EXPERIENCING 
SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION 
WITH \'lEIGHING THE BABY 
AND THE SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
III.WEIGHING PROCEDURE 
II 
II 
1. Did the nurse at the scales show interest in the weighing 1. 
procedure? 
2. Did the nurse tell you the baby's weight? 2. 
a. If not, did you feel free to ask her? a. 
b. Do you think mothers like to be told ·the baby's weight": b. 
3. Did the nurse explain the need for keeping the baby un- 3. 
dressed for the physical examination by the doctor? a. 
a. If not, would you have liked to have had this informa-
tion? 
4. Did the nurse explain that you might have to wait to see 4. 
the doctor? 
a. If not, ·would you like to have been told? a. 
5. Did she tell you which of the two doctors you were to see? 5. 
a. If not, would you have liked to have been told? a. 
6. Did the nurse help you to find a seat for the waiting per- 6. 
iod? 
a. If not 1 would you have liked to have been directed to a. 
a seat? 
Did you find the waiting period difficult? 7. 
Did anyone try to make the waiting period easier? 8. 
a. If so, how? 
Did anyone speak to you during this period? 9. 
a. Other mothers? a. b. Other nurses? b. 
Do you think it would be better for mothers if something w 10. 
were done to make the waiting period easier? 
SATISFACTIONS RECEIVED 
PERCENTAGE 
es No 
100% 
100% 
97~ 100/V 
100% 
97% 
94% 
67%. 
70% 
84% 
77% 
16% 
90% 
90% 
80% 
67~ 
46% 
-3% 
3% 
6% 
33~ 30 
16% 
23% 
84% 
-20% 
33% 
54% 
SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
'Through the nurse's interest 
in the mother and -the baby. 
All mothers satisfied when in-
formed of the baby's weight by 
the nurse. 
The nurse, when giving essen-
tial instructions. 
Nurse. 
Nurse. 
MOthers experience a lessening 
of satisfaction when not told 
. 
New mothers like to be shown 
where to sit when waiting for 
the doctor. 
Nurses .. and other mothers. 
,, 
" " " 
Other mothers. 
Other nurses. 
di-
of 
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Forty-six percent of the mothers interviewed stated 
that they were not assisted by the nurse in handling the 
baby during the doctor's examination~ The mothers said 
such help w~s not needed. 
Thirty-three percent of t he sample reported that 
the nurse did not ask the mother if she understood the 
* doctor's instructions. 
CATEGORY V: PREPARATION 
FOR LEAVING THE WELL CHILD CONFERENCE 
The data of this category indicate that there is 
a definite decline in communication with nurse personnel 
following the service given by the doctor. Sixty-six 
percent of the mothers stated that no inquiry was made 
by a nurse as to the result of the baby's examination by 
the doctor. The Committee on Child Health of the American 
2 
Public Health Association confirms the assumption that 
new mothers on their first visit need opportunity to ex-
press their feelings and to talk about any problems they 
may have. 
Sixty-three percent of the mothers did not meet the 
nurse who would later visit their home for further health 
supervision. 
*See Table VIII - Answers to Interview Questions 
on Service in the Doctor's Room, p. 33. 
2 
American Public Health Association, Committee on 
Child Health, Health Supervision of Young Children, New York: 
A.P.H.A., 1955. 
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TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGES OF MOTHERS EXPERIENCING 
SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION 
WITH SERVICE IN THE DOCTOR'S ROOM 
AND THE SOURC~S OF SATISFACTION 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
SERVICE IN THE DOCTOR'S ROOM 
1. Did the nurse keep you informed as to how soon you 
would see the doctor? 
2. Did the nurse call you by name when your turn came? 
a.If not, would you have liked to have been 
called by name? 
3. Did the nurse help you get the baby ready for the 
examination? 
a. Did she do this in an interested way? 
4. Before you left the examination room did the nurse 
ask you if you understood the doctorls instructions? 
I 
SATISFACTIONS RECEIVED SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
PERCENTAGE 
Yes No 
1. 64% 36% Nurse - Doctor. 
2. 77% 23% A lessening of satisfaction to some 
a. 70% 30% mothers when called by number or 
other than their surname. 
3. 54% 46% A lessening of satisfaction if the 
a. 97% 3% 
new mother fails to receive help in 
the handling of the baby when exam-
T 
ined by the doctor. 
4. 67% 33% A lessening of satisfaction if the 
mother does not understand all of 
I the doctor's instructions. 
': 
, 
A 
Sixty-six percent were not told during the Confer-
ence of such a visit. 
Ninety-four percent of the mothers expressed a wish 
to meet the Conference nurse of the district.* 
Question 13 - Table IX: Ninety percent of the moth-
ers offered no suggestions to improve or to make the Well 
Child Conference more satisfying. 
Three mothers made the following comments: 
1. ''I was not told when to return to Conference. n 
2."1 had difficulty holding the baby in the doc-
tor's room." 
Note: Mother, 20 yrs. old; baby, 3 wks. 
3."There should be another doctor. Doctor looked 
tired because there were so many mothers today.n 
* See Table IX - Answers to Interview Questions on 
Preparation for Leaving the Well Child Conference, p. 35. 
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TABLE IX 
PERCENTAGE OF MOTHERS EXPERIENCING 
SATISFACTION AND DISSITISFACTION 
WITH PREPARATION FOR LEAVING CONFERENCE 
AND THE SOURCES OF SATISFACTION 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
PREPARATION FOR LEAVING THE WELL CHILD CONFERENCE 
1. After leaving the Examining room did you have any diffi-
culty finding a place to dress the baby? 
2. Did anyone help you to find a place? 
3. Did anyone ask you about the result of the examination 
by the doctor? 
a. Any nurse? 
b. Any mother? 
4. Did any nurse ask you if you had the "baby-bath-demon-
stration" during your stay in the hospital? 
5. Did any nurse ask if you now needed any help with making 
the formula or with bathing the baby? 
a. Is there any other special help ·you feel you need? 
6. Did any Conference nurse tell you a nurse would visit 
yQu and baby at home? 
a. If not, would you have liked to have been told? 
?. Did you have an opportunity to meet the nurse of your 
district? 
a. If not, would you have liked to have met her? 
8. Did any nurse discuss or give you any health literature? 
a. If so, in which room did you receive this? 
9. In which area of the Conference did you receive the most 
help? 
a. Who gave it? Nurse? Others? 
-
10. Who do you £eel showed the most interest in you and yom 
baby? 
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SATISFACTIONS RECEIVED SOURCE OF SATISFACTION 
I PERCENTAGE ' 
YAA 1\Tn 
1. 
-
100% 
2. 34% 66% 
3. 33% 67% In the period after the mother leaves the doctor's room there 
a. 33% 67% is a marked decline in the sat-b. 17% 83% isfaction which the new mothers receive from the Conference nur ses. 
4. 34% 66% Sixty-six percent were not 
I asked question four. 
5. 94% 6% 
a. 16% 84% Sixteen percent felt they had need of other help. 
6. 34% 66% Sixty-six percent were not told a nurse would visit them 
44% 56% in the home. Fifty-six would a. have liked to have been told. 
7. 37% 63% Sixty-three percent did not meet their home visiting nurse 
a. 94% 6% Ninety-four percent would have liked to meet her. 
8. ' 73% 27% 
a. Nurse in History room. Nurse in History room. 
- - ~~ 
9. 
----- ---- All areas ••••• 66% 
Doctor •••••••• 17% 
a. History ••••••• 17% 
10. 
------ ----- Doctor and nurse •••••••• 40% .. 
D?ctor •••••••••.••••••• 10% 
Hi_storv nurse ~ • __L_J_ ._. 36% 
11. When you were ready to leave the Conference did any per-
son say, "Goodbye"? 
I 
11. 10%(cDowded}90% Others ••••••••••••••••• -14% 
12. Were you satisfied with your Conference visit? 12. 100% 
a. If so, what help or information gave you the most a. 
satisfaction? 
13. What suggestion would you make to improve or to make the
1 
13. 
Well Child Conference more satisfying to mothers?* 
* Answers in text of Category V. 
-•-
j 
- To question twelve all mothers 
said they were satisfied with 
their Conference visit. 
12a. Service in the Doctor's room. Phvsical-81<Jil 
CHAPTER IV 
S~1ARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
SUMVillRY 
Through the use of the guided interview, it is possible 
to determine whether primipara are afforded satisfaction in 
their initial visit to the Well Child Conference. In addition, 
the interview reveals the specific situations in which the new 
mother experienced satisfaction. 
Criteria for forming a satisfying mother-nurse rela-
tionship is dependent not alone on the store of knowledge of 
the nurse but also on her personal, friendly interest in aid-
ing the mother to solve her individual problems. Opportunity 
to discuss these problems is needed in each direct mother-
nurse contact. 
Satisfaction was received to some extent in all of the 
categories studied in the interview. There were situations in 
which all of the new mothers' needs were not fully met. The 
nursing personnel of the Conference, while giving service to 
many infants and older children, lacked sufficient time to meet 
all of the individual needs of the primipara. 
The new mother's first visit to the Conference is an 
important experience. She is eager to learn the lessons 
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needed to care for a new infant. In some situations, Con-
ference personnel failed to realize their full potentiali-
ty for giving the new mother the assurance and aupport 
that she sought. 
The link between the Conference visit and a follow-
up home visit to the primipara was not discussed with all 
the mothers. 
No definite plan was provided for a final check 
with the new mother to learn whether she understood all 
of the instructions given or whether she had an unexplored 
need. 
The data indicate that new mothers have needs that 
were not fully satisfied by their first Conference visit. 
From the data, it was shown that some mothers re-
ceived satisfaction from the opportunity to talk with other .. 
mothers during the waiting period. No attempt was made to 
ascertain the particular help received from this source 
since this was not within the stated purpose of the study. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Mothers experience satisfaction when dealing with 
a nurse who shows willingness to listen sympa-
thetically and unhurriedly to the mother's prob-
lems. 
2. The attitudes and understanding of a nurse are 
reflected in the service she renders. Positive 
attitudes of accepting, permissiveness, affect 
her role of liason between the mother and doctor 
and produce satisfying mother-nurse rela tions. 
3. New mothers appreciate being introduced to other 
mothers seated near them in the Conference rooms. 
From this social contact and the conversation 
which often follows, they gain assurance from 
+hl"'\oO .,...,n+lr.. ·b.,..~ ,..,.,."},.,,...... k-·•- 1,.....-....3 - -.-- - -..: --·-- .... -.!•1- -1-~, ~ 
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attitudes of accepting, permissiveness, affect 
her role of liason between the mother and doctor 
and produce satisfying mother-nurse relations. 
). New mothers appreciate being introduced to other 
mothers seated near them in the Conference rooms. 
From this social contact and the conversation 
which often follows, they gain assurance from 
those mothers who have had experience with child 
care. This conversation also lightens the wait-
ing period. 
4. Seventy-seven percent of new mothers preferred 
to be called by their surname rather than by the 
impersonal term "mother" or by the number p).aced 
on the baby's record . 
5. About thirty percent of non-white new .mothers 
stated their reason for coming to Conference as 
"immunization". Only fifteen percent of white 
primipara requested immunizations. The immuni-
zations are preventions of pertussis, diphtheria, 
tetanus, and small-pox. This would show the 
ale~tness of non-white new mothers to preventive 
measures. 
6. Group health teaching seems impractical at Well 
Child Conferences for these reasons: 
a. Great numbers to receive service. 
b. Insufficient Conference personnel. 
c. Limitation of mother's time. 
d. Inadequate physical facilities. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Following a study of the data, it is recommended 
that Conference personnel work as a team toward a goal of 
providing both physical comfort and psychological support 
to all new mothers on their first visit to Well Child Con-
ference. 
are: 
Methods suggested to attain the above objectives 
1. Acceptance by the personnel of the fact that 
new mothers on their initial visit to the Well 
Child Conference need priority of service. 
2. A program of staff inservice education to re-
view child g rowth and development and health-
ful family relations. 
3. A Conference nurse be assigned to interview 
each new mother following the completion of 
her Conference service in the doctor's room. 
. ' . a. To permit the mother to express any 
unmet need. 
b. To discuss the follow-up home visit. 
c. To arrange day and hour for the home 
visit. 
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d. To have the mother meet, if possible, her 
home nurse. 
e. To understand the doctor's instructions. 
PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
It is hoped that a future study be made for the pur-
pose of verifying or negating the findings of this study. 
It is recommended that further Well Child Conference 
procedures be explored to expand service to new mothers. 
It is further recommended that opportunity be pro-
vided for group teaching of mothers by Conference nurses 
at a time other than service days, and that the needs of 
experienced mothers be explored on subsequent Conference 
visits. 
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APPENDIX 
GUIDED INTERVIEW 
I. ADMISSION TO WELL CHILD CONFERENCE 
1. Did you come to Well Child Conference to get some 
particular help? 
2. If so, what kind of special help did you feel th~t 
you needed? 
3. Did any of the nurses greet you when you came to the 
Conference? 
4. Did the nurse at the Admission desk explain in a 
friendly way that you would need to have a history 
taken and that this might involve a little waiting? 
a. If this was not done, would you have liked to 
have it done? 
II. HISTORY TAKING 
1. Did the nurse who took the history explain the pur-
pose of asking the questions? 
a. Did the nurse ask the questions in a friendly 
way? 
b. Did you understand the explanation? 
c. If not, did you feel free to ask other questions? 
d. If the explanation was not given, do you think 
it would have been helpful? 
e. Do you think mothers feel sensitive about being 
asked these questions? 
2. When the history was completed, did the nurse explain 
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the next step in the Conference procedure? 
a. Did she do this in a personal, friendly way? 
b. Did you understand the explanation? 
c. If not, did you feel free to ask questions? 
3. Did the nurse accompany you or direct you to the 
weighing room? 
a. If not, would you have liked her to do so? 
4. Did the nurse help you to find a place to undress 
baby? 
a. If not, would you have liked her to do so? 
5. Did the nurse tell you how to prepare the baby for 
weighing procedure? 
a. If not, would you have liked this done? 
the 
III. WEI.qHING PROCEDURE 
---r-- -
1. Did the nurse at the scales show interest in the 
weighing procedure? 
2. Did the nurse tell you the baby's weight? 
a. If not, did you feel free to ask her? 
b. Do you think mothers like to be told the baby's 
weight? 
3. Did the nurse explain the need for keeping the baby 
undressed for the physical examination by the aoctor? 
a. If not, would you have liked to have had this 
information? 
4. Did the nurse explain that you might have to wait to 
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see the doctor? 
a. If not, would you like to have been told? 
5. Did she tell you which of the two doctors you were 
to see? 
a. If not, would you like to have been told? 
6. Did the nurse help you to find a seat for the wait-
ing period? 
a. If not, would you have liked to have been 
directed to a seat? 
7. Did you find the waiting period difficult? 
8. Did anyone try to make the waiting period easier? 
a. If so, how? 
9. Did anyone speak to you during this period? 
a. Other mothers? 
b. Other nurses? 
10. Do you think it would be better for mothers if some-
~ 
thing were done to make the waiting period easier? 
IV. SERVICE IN THE DOCTOR'S ROOM 
1. Did the nurse keep you informed as to how soon you 
would see the doctor? 
2. Did the nurse call you by name when your turn came? 
a. If not, would you have liked to have been call-
ed by name? 
3. Did the nurse help you get the baby ready for the 
examination? 
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a. Did she do this in an interested way? 
4. Before you left the examination room, did the nurse 
ask you if you understood the doctor's instructions? 
V. PREPARATION FOR LEAVING THE WELL GHILD CONFERENCE 
1. After leaving the Examining room did you have any 
difficulty finding a place to dress the baby? 
2. Did anyone help you to find a place? 
3. Did anyone ask you about the result of the examination 
by the doctor? 
a. Any nurse? 
b. Any mother? 
4. Did any nurse ask you if you had the baby-bath-demon-
stration during your stay in the hospital? 
5. Did any nurse ask if you now needed any help with 
making the formula or with bathing the baby? 
a. Is there any other special help you feel you 
need? 
6. Did any Conference nurse tell you a nurse would visit 
you and baby at home? 
a. If not, would you have liked to have been told? 
7. Did you have an opportunity to meet the nurse of your 
district7. 
a. If not, would you have liked to have met her? 
8. Did any aurse discuss or give you any health literature? 
a. If so, in which room did you receive this? 
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9. In which area of the Conference did you receive the 
most help? 
a. Who gave it? Nurse? Others? 
10. Who do you feel showed the most interest in you and 
your baby? 
11. When you were ready to leave the Conference did any 
person say, "Good-bye"? 
12. Were you satisfied with your Conference visit? 
a. If so, what help or information gave you the 
most satisfaction? 
13. What suggestion would you make to improve or make the 
Well Child Conference more satisfying to mothers? 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE CITY HE ALTH DEPARTMENT 
FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES 
Public health nurses employed by the City Health 
Department are requi red to take a competitive Civil Service 
1 
Examination for permanent employment. All nurses employed 
for five years in the Health Department are eligible to 
take a competit ive examination for Supervising Public Health 
Nurse. 
. . . . -
· 
1see following page - Entrance Requirements of 
Applicants for Civil Service Examination. 
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Civil Service 
EXAMINATIONS 
PUBL!C HEALTH NURSE 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
JULY 27, 1956 
LAST DATE FOR Fll!NG APPLICATIONS, FR!DAY 9 JULY 6, 1956 
SALARY: The minimum snlary is $63.00 a week; the maximum salary is $76.50 a week. 
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VACANCIES: At present there are nine vacancies for females, to be filled on a ~ermanent basis. 
DUTIES: Under supervision, to perform the regular duties of a public hea~th nurse in the 
generalized public health nursing program of the Health Department, including family health service 
(home and clinic w0rk in the fields of child health, schooi nursing, tube ~culosis and other 
communicable diseases), and health se rvice and inspection 0f day care aqencics, nursing and 
convalescent homes and boarding homes for the aged; and t o perform related work as req~ired. 
Examples of duties: Assisting in the promotion of health and in the prevention of disease 
through instruction, demonstration and ether educationnl work with families, school p-ersonnel, and 
ether grouos in the areas of child growth and development , mental health, dental health, nutrition, 
vision and hearing conservation, geriatrics, etc., and by securing remedial care for persors w!th 
deviations from normal. 
Knowledge of modern public health nursing practices, including underlying principles and 
techniques, is required, 
hurses may be rotated within a district or from district to district as the needs of the 
service require. 
ENTRANCE REQUIRBMEHTS! Ap plicants must have at least one year of full-time, paid experience 
under supervision as a public health nurse in a recognized agency. SUBSTITUTIO~ : At least 
sixteen- college points fn suejeds related to- puolTc hea1flinurs ing or -one-:1alf year of fuir ;;. tinie 
public health nursing educati on in a recognize(! school teaching public health nursing may be 
· substituted for the required ex~crience, 
SUBJECTS AND WEIGHTS: Training and cxr.erience, 2; practical questions, 3; total, s. 
PASSING REQUIREMENTS: Aopl icants must obtain at least 70% in each subject in order to 
become eligible. -
PHYSICAL FioiESS: To be determined by physical examin ati on. 
CERTIFICAT!O;~ REQUii\E.VDIT: Registration as a nurse under the 
tion in Nu_!"s_ing. 
B0ard of Registra-
